Ford taurus no heat

We get a lot of questions about cars that have suddenly or gradually lost their cabin heat.
Sometimes the fan is still blowing but the air isn't warm anymore. There's nothing worse than
driving through a rainstorm on a cold day and having to pump chilly defroster air onto the top of
your head because your heat isn't working! Other times the fan isn't blowing at all, but you can
feel heat creep out of the vents. Both of these problems can be beyond frustrating. Living
without your AC can be annoying. Living without heat can be torture, especially if you have little
people riding in the back. This question came in and represents one of the most common
complaints about this era of Sable and Taurus. But on the business end they're identical. She
was saying that the heater would not blow hot air. I instantly thought to myself that the
thermostat was bad even though the dealer we purchased it from back in September was
supposed to replace it. The heater worked great this winter then suddenly stopped blowing hot
air just a couple weeks ago. When the blower is running after the car warms up it blows cool air.
When you accelerate while driving the air gets a little warmer but not much and cools down
completely when you are back at idle. While checking the new thermostat for any leaks I noticed
a "squealing" noise from under the hood. Also, the car does not over heat and runs at normal
temperature so I used that as an indicator that the pump was still good. Any ideas on this whole
situation? Thanks for your help, Regan. The fact that it heats up a little when you accelerate is
very telling. You should check under the hood and notice a vacuum hose routing diagram which
will tell you where the source of the climate control hose is. From there, thoroughly inspect the
lines going to the firewall for cracks leaks or bad fit. Continue your inspection under the dash
where you will notice small vacuum diaphragms from which you can trace the lines back. These
diaphragms look like little capsules with rubber hoses and plastic lines going in and out. You
should find a leak fairly easily in one of these lines, they are usually hard plastic and very
susceptible to cracking and pulling out of the rubber fittings on the ends. Warning: There are
some old school methods for finding vacuum leaks that involve flammable sprays. I do NOT
recommend using these methods as they are a serious fire hazard. Also, using them on the
interior of your car could result in other problems like destroyed upholstery. Stick to the visual
inspection or call a pro! Matthew Wright. Matthew Wright has been a freelance writer and editor
for over 10 years and an automotive repair professional for three decades specializing in
European vintage vehicles. Updated February 13, My Taurus 02 is blowing cold air. I flushed the
engine, refill with antifreeze, but kept getting cold air. This started about a month ago. I was
loosing antifreeze, then I discovered a small hole in one of the pipes against the firewall. I fixed
that, but still has no heat. Robert answered 13 years ago. Does it have any other symptoms
random clicks behind the dash? My experience says the heater core is clogged. You may want
to flush the core before you go ripping the dashboard apart. I just did this in my Taurus. Seems
the heater core bypass pipe provides a path of lesser resistance for the anti-freeze. During the
summer, while the heat is off, the scale and rust builds up and gradually blocks the coil. Once
you flush and reconnect the coil, I would do a complete cooling system flush. I now have heat
like from the surface of the sun. Hope this helps. Good luck. Figure about 3 hours for the entire
coil work. It is excellent and very helpful. I have the exact problem, with same vehicle, a Ford
Taurus SE sedan. You've confirmed for me how I should do this - and that really helps. Gives
me more confidence in how I can do this. A year ago, I installed an "EVERCO" heater control
valve in the bypass line, controlled manually by a choke pull off cable from inside the cabin, by
the driver. Not easy to install this, but I did er'. So I can shut off the bypass, or open it partially,
or wide open. It's interesing how I did that - might be a good one to share - or share a couple
pictures of that modification. If you wish, I can get a photo of this modification. A good place to
add it might be along with your Taurus Flush album on you photobucket accout - for others to
view. Or maybe I can add it here, to this Forum later. Will see. Working behind there is not easy between engine and firewall. Configuration of the hoses and plumbing in there can be
confusing. Your photos and explanation and diagrams help alot. Thank you. Not sure if CLR is a
good idea - but seems ok to me. Will investigate before doing that. Otherwise some standard
flush cleaner product. Taurus 3. Not sure. Think so. Seems to be a common problem on the ?
Ford Taurus. All the best - thanks. Jolymon answered 9 years ago. Had similar problem with
Sable where heat was only cool at best. Had core flushed and no change. Reached down by the
fire wall and felt the in hose and out hose going to the heater core to determine if both were hot.
They seemed to be, but what I found was a small leak in one of the heater hoses on the fire wall.
This hose was actually a pipe and had begun to rust and bubble causing a hole. It is an easy
check, by looking at the hoses on the fire wall once the care is warm. PSLED answered 8 years
ago. Quick fix OK how did we fix it in 10 minutes. Pop the hood and located the lines to and
from the engine block from the heater core. Christian answered 8 years ago. Can you guys give
me an idea as to what it would cost to have an average shop replace the heater core on an 07
Tarus? I'm hearing ish. Sounds high and that was not even the dealership. Thanks much,

Wayne. Also because you wrote "hose going into heater core is luke warm" but "return is hot" this indicates little flow though the heater core itself, and rather flowing through the short
BYPASS hose and then over to the return and back to the engine. Advise: When flushing the
heater core you MUST clamp off the short bypass tube or you do not flush much at all through
your heater core. The water you flush with just flows through the bypass and does not push the
crap out of the heater core. The short little rubber bypass tube on this car, is a little difficult to
get to, it is right flat on the firewall, center, part way down, runs between one steel tube on the
firewall to the other sort of at a "T" on those steel tubes. Squeeze the short rubber bypass
section off, carefully, to block it off. Then disconnect heater core supply hose from water pump,
and disconnect the return hose to engine on other side and flush back and forth with full hose
pressure and see what comes out. Should probably be a little dirty and rusty. If you see that I
think you have flushed successfully. It's a little difficult to get behind the V6 engine there, but I
was able by removing a couple small items, sensor and wiring there, I think. For example, in an
attempt to get more heat by forcing all flow through the heater core. The bypass must run open
during normal operation. I discovered that practically myself on a Taurus. Blocking the bypass
permanently leads to other troubles - engine cycling hot and cold, electric fans cycling too
much when hot and then burning out pre-maturely. Improper engine temperature control.
System was designed by Ford to have some "bypass" for proper operation. Do not negate that
bypass permanently - needed for proper overall operation. Could I just disconnect hoses from
heater core and flush there? My concern is that maybe bad head gasket because the temp
gauge is going cold to hot then back to cold. The car is not over heating. Cooling fan coming
on. Both fans come on in stages. I noticed that the car took awhile to warm up. Put new
thermostat in no change. Put new radiator cap on car warms up faster but no change in heat.
Also noticed antifreeze on side of expansion tank. I am not loosing any coolant. The oil looks
normal no white smoke out of tail pipe only when its real cold out. Heater core was replaced 2
years ago. This is real puzzling. Could the water pump not be circulating enough? Causing not
enough flow through heater core and is going through the bypass least path of resistance.
Kinda of cold driving in morning. When its 17 out. Any other digestions. Just hope its not the
head gasket I am having the same issues. Change the heating core. But a little plastic part broke
that was in between the motor and the heating core. Replaced tubes. Got a new radiator. Not
sure what else to do. No heat and it's winter. Marc answered 6 years ago. Been working on this
problem myself. Replaced blend door actuator, and found that the actuator did not work, so I
manually adjusted the door, and heat is still, just warm, to cool air blowing. Now I have two
problems, have to flush heater core hardcore, or replace, and find out why the electronics in the
blend door actuator are not working. Just had new thermostat put on my '99 Sable last week.
Today, Ford garage flushed heater core. Afraid to pay yet again - for a new heater core after
reading these posts!!!!!!! Still only have 'tepid' heat!!!!!!!!!!!!! Marc answered 5 years ago. No
use. Great heat and AC now. Telcotech answered 5 years ago. I'm new here just had to share my
experience with Ford Taurus heat problems I resolved myself. I had heat issue and changed
thermostat, heat control knob,had lines flushed 2x at Ford dealer both ways so they said. Used
some chemical flush stuff from walmart 2x and still heat sucked if it was cooler than 40 deg.
Pissed by this time I thought heater core also. Some of the things I did might of helped BUT
what I did that worked is unhooked coolant hose coming from water pump, and hose coming
from thermostat housing on driver side and with engine warm I took Air compressed and blew
the lines out which blew stuff out of heater core then did it from other side. Had better heat, then
a while later after putting some miles on it did it again both ways and even dumped water in
hoses and blew it threw again Now in 10 Min. Erik answered 4 years ago. Brandon answered 4
years ago. I'm having the same issue with my Ford Taurus SE. For some reason I flushed the
heater core and it worked for 2 weeks or less then will only blow heat for seconds then to cool
again. I'm clueless as to what is going on here. Could it just be a bad valve? Especially after
reading all these posts. I know the volcan engine is a great engine but it only has 72k miles on
my vehicle Just pisses me off and ran out of ideas GuruXR7Y5 answered 2 years ago.
Cheapatbest answered 2 years ago. I had the same problem on a Taurus. I flushed, changed the
thermostat, wired the blend door in the open position, clamped off the bypass and still no heat.
The next step was to replace the heater core. I pulled the cover off of the core, scraped the
insulation off the back of the core and the core was hot. When I turned the fan on high heat
poured into the cabin from the cover opening. The cover stays off and now I have heat. I wish
that I had pulled the cover to check for flow in the begining. AZ2Taurus answered about a year
ago. I have changed the blend door motor and the radio panel heater controls I can manually
move the blend door and hold it in place with wire and I get heat. I know the blend door motor is
physically not rotating. Any ideas. I was loosing antifreeze, then I discovered a small hole in o
My Ford Taurus SE v6 engine will not heat up. In summer the air conditioner works great. Blows

cold air. It's now winter and heater only blows out cold air. Thermostat has been changed. My
Taurus SES has no interior heat. The system blows very well, but not hot or even warm air.
What's the problem, and what's the best solution? I noticed my temp gauge stays at C on the
dashboard most of the time, but if I drive over an hour it'll move up a little. No more than a third
of the way up. Any idea My Taurus Limited has started blowing cold air for the first 10 minutes
of driving when about 30 degrees outside. Typically just takes a minute or two to get some heat.
Engine is heating up fin I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Taurus
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford
Taurus Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars for Sale. One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the Ford
Taurus is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not having a functioning heater makes
driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At the simplest level, there
are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it
has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or the heater core itself. At the
simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant from the engine into a tiny
radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows air across the it and the
newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater has stopped working in
your Taurus, this process has failed in one way or another. There is almost never a situation
where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception
to that would be when you would have reason to believe that the hose going from the reservoir
to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it
can also cause your Taurus to not be able to create enough heat. You can verify this by
checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will
be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap.
Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is
getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when
a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the
engine. If your Taurus has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the
spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are
known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad
heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the
heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the
hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is
clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or
low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than
normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water
pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt
going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info
above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you
would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having
enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Taurus to not be able
to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you look at
your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat
coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. I have a Ford Taurus.
When we bought the car the heat worked fine. One day we went to turn the heat on and it would
only blow out cool air. We replaced the thermostat and that did not help. Also, the driver side
seat adjusting control went out. The seat will slide backwards and will raise the seat up and
down, but when you try to slide the seat forward it just makes a funny sound. Any help with
these two problems would be great. You
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have a couple of possibilities on the heat issue. The more likely issue is that your heater core is
plugged with built up crud from lack of service and antifreeze replacement. When the engine is
warm are the heater hoses where they go thru the firewall into the heater core both warm, nearly
the same temperature? Be careful not to burn your hand on the exhaust manifold. If not, hot
coolant is not flowing thru the heater core. I usually disconnect the heater hoses 18" or so away

from the firewall so I have approximately equal lengths to work with. Then I connect a garden
hose to one and blow as much crud as possible out of the heater core. Then I bring both hoses
up to an equal level. Then I fill one hose with the CLR mixture using a funnel. When the liquid
comes out the other hose, the heater core is as full as it will get. I let it sit in the core for half an
hour. Then I rinse it out and do it again. Lather, rinse, repeat. You get the idea. Most are by now.
Taurus Heater Core Removal.

